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SECUTEX-PRALLSCHUTZ

secutex-Techno

In one piece ...

can be specifically cast into secutex moulds ac-
cording to customer drawings. Customers can also 
order secutex-Techno in short lengths for further 
processing and are therefore not dependent on the 
usual dimensions of sheet material.

Worm screws, gear wheels, slide rails and other 
technical mouldings are today made of enginee-
ring plastics such as POM (polyoxymethylene), PA 
(polyamide) or PE (polyethylene). These materials 
with different property profiles (negative high 
water absorption with PA, poorer wear behaviour 
with PE) are supplied as sheets or rods. The re-
quired moulded parts are then produced by mecha-
nical processing (turning, milling etc.) in a more or 
less complex manner. Effective injection moulding 
is only worthwhile for large quantities together 
with small component sizes, otherwise the high 
tool costs cannot be amortized.

secutex-Techno is characterised by high hardness 
(70° Shore D) and rigidity over a wide temperature 
range. It retains its high toughness down to -40 
°C, has a high abrasion resistance and a low coef-
ficient of friction.

The intrinsic colour is light green, making it well 
suited for technical applications. Mechanical pro-
cessing is simple and comparable with other hard 
plastics.

With secutex-Techno, the required moulded parts 
can be produced simply and inexpensively in sim-
ple casting moulds, eliminating the need for ti-
me-consuming machining. Mounting holes can be
+The delivered components can therefore be 
mounted directly. The secutex-Techno material 

operating temperature -40 bis 100 °C (short-term)

density ca. 1g/cm³

tensile strength 31 N/mm²

ultimate elongation 90 %

rigor 70 ShD

tear strength 82 N/mm²

flexural strength 24 N/mm²

Technical features

length 3000 mm

width min. 20 mm - max. 1000 mm

thickness min. 10 mm

Dimensions

„SpanSet makes the world more colourful“
„The world becomes more colourful with SpanSet“
Many, today generally used developments come from SpanSet. For 
example, we developed the colour coding of lifting straps and round 
slings in order to distinguish the originally single-coloured or raw-whi-
te straps better. Other important developments were made in the field 
of round slings and lashing belts; SpanSet is still the market leader 
in the field of high-quality textile slings and round slings and lashing 
systems. 

„Strong as steel, but light and handy“
Spanset is the expert in the areas of lifting, load securing and high sa-
fety; many patented innovations such as the production of round slings 
or the tension belts with tension ratchet come from us. Other product 
highlights were the cut-resistant secutex coating and the Magnum 
round slings. 
 
The beginning was the joint development of the car seat belt together 
with Volvo in Sweden in 1959. The demand for textile tapes made of 
synthetic man-made fibres was growing, so that SpanSet was founded 
in the 1960s.

SpanSet is an owner-managed and internationally operating group of 
companies with headquarters in Switzerland. More than 800 emplo-
yees work for us, we have our own branches in more than 20 countries 
and agencies in almost all industrial countries of the world. 

Global and local; Even if not all products are produced at all locations, 
we can competently advise and comprehensively supply our internatio-
nally operating customers on site.

SpanSet secutex Sicherheitstechnik GmbH was founded in 1982 by 
Heinz Franke and SpanSet GmbH. 

At the beginning, the main focus was on the development of protective 
coatings for textile hoists and lashing equipment. 
This was also the birth of secutex, secutex is a pseudonym for 
“Safe Textile“.

Over the years, secutex has developed into one of the largest proces-
sors of compact polyurethane and is a leading manufacturer of polyuret-
hane-coated lifting belts and protective hoses today; over the years, 
pure polyurethane products such as technical moulded parts for mecha-
nical engineering, rollers and roller coating, tine protection and surface 
protection have been added. 

With our own mould construction we are able to design and build in-
dividual solutions for our customers. In addition to the existing casting 
systems, various spraying systems were also developed. 

secutex is a highly wear-resistant polyurethane developed for lifting 
sharp-edged components and for surface protection of sensitive materi-
als - such as coils and copper tubes. 

New ideas are consistently implemented in new products. Today, al-
most all coil storages in Europe are equipped with secutex coil mats 
and secutex Coilprotect, the secutex protection is almost an industry 
standard for lifting and storing sharp-edged sheets. 

All products are manufactured in Germany and distributed directly and 
worldwide via SpanSet branches and a large dealer network. 

Today, secutex with its almost 70 employees looks back on a versatile 
range of applications.
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